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DISHDRAWER

Rotor 525736

When fitting a new rotor to a machine that was manufactured prior to serial number
AID525894 it will be necessary to also fit a new filter plate locking nut part number 525883.
The new rotor is not compatible with the old lock nut.

Drying fan 525219

There has been some warranty claims submitted for a customer complaint of hearing a
noise for some time after the cycle has completed.    This is quite normal as the drying fan
runs for 30 minutes after the completion of a cycle ( all cycles including the rinse only ). At
the same time the LCD screen backlight turns off and ‘00’ is displayed as the time
remaining.    However if the  drawer is opened during this time the fan will stop as it is
assumed the dishes have been unloaded.    It is important that telephone staff are familiar
with this as it will prevent an unnecessary service call.

Seal P/N 525839
The seal between the top of the tub and the integrated drawer front (for integrated models
only) is available as a spare part.

Air pump mount 525478

Due to the number of air pump mounts falling off in transit the length of the fold at the end
of the mount has been increased.   The new mount will fit on to an old exhaust valve
bracket provided the rubber mount has a small section cut out of it allowing it to slide all
the way over the exhaust valve bracket.

Rubber mount with section cut out Section of exhaust bracket where
rubber mount is to clear
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